Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an immune-mediated neurological disease that causes morbidity and disability. In patients with MS, the accumulation of lesions in the white matter of the brain is associated with disease progression and worse clinical outcomes. Breakdown of the blood-brain barrier in newer lesions is indicative of more active disease-related processes and is a primary outcome considered in clinical trials of treatments for MS. Such abnormalities in active MS lesions are evaluated in vivo using contrast-enhanced structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), during which patients receive an intravenous infusion of a costly magnetic contrast agent. In some instances, the contrast agents can have toxic effects. Recently, local image regression techniques have been shown to have modest performance for assessing the integrity of the blood-brain barrier based on imaging without contrast agents. These models have centered on the problem of cross-sectional classification in which patients are imaged at a single study visit and pre-contrast images are used to predict post-contrast imaging. In this paper, we extend these methods to incorporate historical imaging information, and we find the proposed model to exhibit improved performance. We further develop scan-stratified case-control sampling techniques that reduce the computational burden of local image regression models, while respecting the low proportion of the brain that exhibits abnormal vascular permeability.
Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an immune-mediated neurological disease that causes morbidity and disability. In patients with relapsing-remitting MS, the most common first stage of the disease [1, Chapter 15] , the accumulation of lesions in the historical study of patients, as the differences between images taken from the same patient at different visits are used as covariates. Then, for any given voxel in an image, one can obtain a corresponding probability that it belongs to an incident or enlarging lesion. Therefore, to predict enhancement in a contrast-free MRI study, we propose using SuBLIME voxel probabilities along with the T1w and T2w voxel intensities in a logistic regression model. This allows us to model the probability that voxels will enhance using only pre-contrast images and temporal information about lesion incidence and enlargement.
Section 3 presents the proposed model and compares the performance to that of [14] . Section 4 then proposes how the MR images acquired as part of the NINDS study can be analyzed in a computationally scalable fashion as case-control data where the cases (enhancing voxels) are rare events. Results from the proposed methods are evaluated using crossvalidation on 15 patients who received structural MR scans at between two through nine visits. In Section 5, the results of the new model and sampling scheme are compared to those of [14] , and we find that the proposed methodology improves prediction and reduces computational burden by reducing the number of voxels the model fits on.
NINDS Data
The MRI modalities of interest in this paper consist of FLAIR, pre-contrast T1w, and pre-contrast T2w images. For all voxels in the brain, the imaging modalities are normalized by subtracting their mean and dividing by their standard deviation [19, 20, 21] . All images were preprocessed using the procedure outlined in the Experimental Methods section of [14] which is outlined in the the supplementary material of this paper.
For the purpose of modeling, we also obtain SuBLIME maps that provide the probability that each voxel in the brain of a patient is part of a new or enlarging lesion since the patient's last study visit [18] . The probabilities are estimated with logistic regression in which the covariates are T1w, T2w, proton density-weighted (PDw), and FLAIR normalized intensities along with the lag time between consecutive visits, the relative change in these imaging modalities, and their interactions with time. SuBLIME maps have not previously been used as historical covariates in the context of image analysis. More details about estimation of these maps are provided in the supplementary material of this paper.
Additionally, we obtain binary radiologist gold standard manual segmentation masks (RGS), indicating where enhancing lesions exist, and brain masks, indicating where cerebral tissue lies in each image. In order to build the proposed predictive model, we use these RGS masks as the response variable. The masks are created by a neuroradiologist (D.S.R.) with over 10 years of clinical experience with MR imaging in MS. To define these masks, the neuroradiologist uses all available post-contrast imaging modalities including, but not limited to, the post-contrast T1w images. We consider this RGS mask to be our ground truth as this is the current standard in practice for identification of enhancing voxels. The details of the pre-processing of the images in this study are described in the supplementary material. For the analysis presented in this paper we use 77 brain MRIs from 15 individuals with MS, obtained under an institutional review boardapproved protocol. Each of these patients was scanned between two and nine times. Informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Logistic Enhancement Models
We present a model for predicting voxel enhancement using pre-contrast MRIs by advancing the work of [14] and [18] . In [14] it was shown that voxel enhancement can be predicted using a cross-sectional logistic model that is fit using the pre-contrast T1w and T2w voxel intensities along with the interaction under the assumptions of independence between scans and voxels. We define enhancement using a binary variable, E i (v, t ij ), which equals one if voxel v in the brain of patient i enhances at time t ij and zero otherwise. The model presented in [14] assumes that enhancement across images in Medicine GM. POMANN ET AL.
for patient i at time t ij are independent so that,
where intensity on imaging modality k in voxel v for subject i at time t ij is denoted as M i,k (v, t ij ) for i = 1 : n, j = 1 : m i,k , and m i,k is the number of scans using modality k for subject i. Here, M i,1 and M i,2 refer to the T1w and T2w images for patient i respectively.
In Model 1, the fact that new or enlarging MS lesions are more likely to enhance [17] is not taken into account. It is our assertion that one may include a covariate that describes lesion age to improve predictive ability. This information can be obtained by having a radiologist manually indicate where new or enlarging lesions exist in an image. However, manual identification is extremely time consuming and prone to errors even for the most expert neuroradiologists in this field. Additionally, the process is subject to both intra-observer and inter-observer variability [10] . Therefore, we propose the use of the SuBLIME method to estimate the probability that a voxel belongs to a new or enlarging lesion [18] .
One of the main contributions of this paper is the development of a predictive model that uses information about temporal lesion behavior to predict the probability of a voxel enhancing. The proposed modeling procedure is a two-step process. First, for each voxel used for fitting the model, we acquire historical information about whether the voxel belongs to a new or enlarging lesion. This can either be obtained from a mask developed by a radiologist or from the SuBLIME method [18] , which estimates the corresponding probabilities. In this paper, we employ the latter technique. For this, we define the indicator of incidence as a binary variable, W i (v, t ij ), which is equal to one if subject i has new lesion incidence in voxel v at time t ij and zero otherwise. The SuBLIME probability maps,
are the probabilities that voxel v is with a new or enlarging lesion at time t ij . As described in the previous section, these maps are obtained using longitudinal study information. Details about the estimation of this covariate using SuBLIME [18] are presented in the supplementary material for this paper.
The second step of our fitting procedure consists of modeling the probability that a voxel enhances by accounting for T1w, T2w pre-contrast images, their interaction, and the covariate describing the new or enlarging lesion incidence. Specifically we assume the following logistic model,
Note that one implicit assumption of this model is that the covariates are observed without error. Efforts are made in preprocessing and estimation to reduce the error as much as possible. However, any error that does remain may propagate through the model and impact prediction. Nevertheless, we achieve high predictive accuracy as presented in Section 5. We compare the predictions of Model (1) and Model (2) by analyzing the classification performance using the empirical receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. We consider both the full and partial area under the curve (AUC) of the ROC curve, obtained through cross-validation. We also investigate the impact of using different sub-sampling techniques that aim to reduce the computational expense and improve prediction. In the next section, we present a modified case-control sampling technique, which we show to further improve the predictions.
Sampling on 3D Magnetic Resonance Images
Our data consist of images that each contain over one million voxels, therefore the data set analyzed in this paper contains over 77 million voxels. Furthermore, in this data set, the average proportion of voxels that are known to enhance over all RGS masks is 0.004, indicating that enhancement is an extremely rare event in these data. Developing a computationally inexpensive fitting procedure would thus be very beneficial for researchers. However, it is also important that this procedure takes into account the rarity of enhancement. In this section we propose a procedure that not only accounts for this, but reduces the computational time by two orders of magnitude and maintains high predictive power. The subsampling method will facilitate large scale analysis of the proposed predictive model in future studies.
We begin by considering the population of interest to be all voxels in all brains of people with MS. The full data set under study consists of the voxels in the brain scans of the subjects in the observational study. Using case-control terminology, we refer to the voxels that are identified (by the RGS) as enhancing and non-enhancing by cases and controls respectively.
Sub-sampling without replacement from the total number of voxels would often result in a sample that only contains controls. Therefore, in order to ensure full representation of the cases and maintain some of the spatial dependence in the sampling scheme, we propose a scan-stratified case-control (SSCC) sampling approach. Let RGS i (v, t ij ) be the binary RGS mask, which equals one if voxel v in the brain image of patient i taken at time t ij is defined as enhancing and zero otherwise. Denote the mask over all voxels v in the brain image of patient i taken at time t ij as RGS ij . Furthermore, let l ij be the number enhancing voxels in RGS ij andn e be the average number of enhancing voxels over all masks. Then for each image taken of patient i at time t ij , the sub-sample of cases consists of all enhancing voxels as defined by the RGS ij . The control sample is constructed by taking a simple random sample from all non-enhancing voxels in each scan with the following rules:
• If l ij > 0 (the RGS contains enhancing voxels): take a simple random sample of size five times l ij from the nonenhancing voxels identified by RGS ij .
• If l ij = 0 (the RGS does not contain any enhancing voxels): take a simple random sample of size five timesn e from the non-enhancing voxels identified by RGS ij .
The constant five is recommended in [16] for the case of fitting a logistic model to a case control sample for rare event data. Let SSCC ij be the set of all voxels in the case-control sub-sample for patient i at time t ij (determined using RGSij).
Then the final case-control sub-sample of voxels used to fit the model is SSCC = ij SSCC ij . The SSCC sampling method ensures that all of the cases are included in the sub-sample used to fit logistic models (1) and (2). This is desirable because including enough cases in the sample can reduce the variation of logistic regression coefficient estimates [22, 23, 24, 16] . However, if only voxels v ∈ SSCC are used to fit the proposed models,β 1 ,β 2 , and β 12 will be consistent, butβ 0 may be biased [15, 16] . Since our goal is to maintain high predictive power when only using {v : v ∈ SSCC} to fit models (1) and (2) it is important to address this problem.
The bias in this estimate can be easily removed by using the correction presented in [16] . In their paper, they focus on model estimation when fitting logistic models with a case-control sample for rare event data. However, they are motivated by the difficulty of obtaining large amounts of data. While it is not difficult for us to obtain a large amount of control data, it does greatly increase the computational expense of running the model with a large number of scans. Therefore, the goal is the same in both scenarios; to use a case-control sample to fit a logistic model without loss of prediction power.
Denote the intercept estimate from fitting a logistic model using only {v : v ∈ SSCC} asβ SSCC 0
, where the superscript specifies the SSCC sub-sample used for fitting the model. Let τ be the population proportion of cases andȳ be the proportion of cases in the sample. Then the bias-corrected coefficient estimate derived in [16] is,β 0 =β
We obtainτ by computing the proportion of enhancing voxels in ij RGS ij . The number of enhancing voxels in SSCC is computed to obtainȳ. This proposed sampling technique and estimation procedure requires a working independence assumption of the case-control samples. While this may be incorrect, from Table 1 we find that using the SSCC sampling scheme does just as well as using the entire data set (All Voxels) in terms of pAUC. Using this scheme we maintain prediction accuracy while improving computational efficiency.
Enhancement Prediction Results
The full data set analyzed in this paper consists of 77 million voxels. Using the FLAIR sub-sampling method presented by [14] reduces the sample size to under 5.6 million voxels. The proposed SSCC sub-sampling method further reduces the sample size to 58 thousand voxels. In this section we compare the predictive performance of both models (1) and (2) when fitting on the full data set, the FLAIR sample, and the SSCC sample. The estimated ROC curves are used to determine in Medicine GM. POMANN ET AL. which of the six (2 × 3) possible model-sampling technique combinations achieves the best classification in terms of the false positive rate (FPR) and true positive rate (TPR) trade-off.
The ROC curves are estimated using cross-validation by resampling subjects. To accomplish this, we split the 15 subjects into two sets. All images from eight randomly selected subjects are placed in a training set and all images from the remaining seven subjects are placed in the validation set. The estimated ROC curve for each model-sample combination is taken to be the average ROC calculated on the validation set across 100 bootstrap replications. We conducted a sensitivity analysis (omitted) to investigate the stability of the average ROC curves, and we found 100 replications sufficient. To ensure proper comparison of the prediction performance, we fit the models using each of the three sets of data (all voxels, 1% FLAIR, SSCC), but validate using all brain voxels.
Due to the rarity of enhancement, analyzing FPRs larger than the actual event rate is not of interest. If the event rate is low, as in this data set, then investigating the ROC curves, for FPRs much greater than the event rate, does not give useful information about the predictive performance of the method in practice. To address this, we truncate the ROC curve at a fixed FPR, a common method of evaluating classification methods for rare event data [25] . To find a reasonable cutoff for such a partial ROC (pROC) analysis, we first note that in our data set the average rate of enhancing voxels in the entire brain over all scans is 4 per 1000. Since the data consist of 3D images, we consider each voxel in the context of a 3 × 3 × 3 cube surrounding it; by multiplying .004 with 3 3 = 27, we thus deem FPRs above 0.108 irrelevant. Figure 1 provides plots of the pROC curves comparing models (1) and (2) when fit using each of the three data subsets (full data, 1% FLAIR, and SSCC). The partial AUC (pAUC) is a useful summary of the pROC reported in Table  1 . This value is computed by taking the area under the partial curve and scaling it to lie between zero and one for the corresponding cutoff value. For reference, the full AUC results are included in the supplementary material. Note that model (2) outperforms model (1) when each is fit on all three data sets.
We observe that SSCC and full-brain sampling perform comparably for both methods, and both outperform FLAIR sampling. This can also be observed in Figure 2 which overlays the pROC curves corresponding to the three data sets for each model separately. From this pROC analysis, we conclude that i) using the SuBLIME covariate yields an improvement in the predictive accuracy of the model; and ii) fitting the models using the SSCC sampling method maintains predictive power, while vastly improving computational efficiency. Using a case-control sample we can find estimates for model (2) in 1.6 seconds using SSCC compared to 286.8 seconds using all voxels in the full data set.
An example of the improvement in classification of model (2) is presented in Figure 3 which displays an axial slice from one of patient's images used in this analysis. Figures 3A and 3B display the pre-contrast T1w and T2w images respectively. Figures 3C and 3D display the post-contrast FLAIR and T1w images respectively. The RGS which displays the location of the lesion defined by the neuroradiologist is shown in Figure 3H . Additionally, we present the resulting probability maps from models (1) and (2) . The lesion (red) in the upper right portion of the images is detected in Figure 3F but not in Figure 3E , which display the predicted probabilities from model (2) and (1) respectively. However, it is identified as a newly enhancing lesion by the SuBLIME model which is displayed in Figure 3D . Note that the model (1) probability map ( Figure 3E ) also shows the ventricular CSF as enhancing lesion, indicating extrapolation errors outside of the FLAIRhyperintense voxels, whereas model (2) probability map ( Figure 3F ) does not exhibit these distracting artifacts. [14] did not observe this artifact as they only predicted on the set of voxels corresponding to the top 1% of FLAIR histogram. We see this in our analysis because we predict on all voxels containing brain matter. Reducing this type of artifact in the predictions further motivates the use of the SSCC sampling method along with model (2). The coefficient estimates for the model-sample combinations are provided in Tables 2 and 3 .
The proposed methodology does require a working independence assumption over voxels and scans. We find that with this assumption the method provides very good performance in terms of pAUC. To investigate if prediction improves if we account for some of the inherent dependence in the data we also consider a compound symmetric structure, by assuming constant dependence over voxels, but ignoring the dependence over time. This did not improve the predictions, but the results are included for reference in Section 4 of the Supplementary Material.
Discussion
We propose a new model that uses a historical covariate to predict lesion enhancement using contrast-free imaging. The gain in predictive performance that we observed is unprecedented, despite the simplicity and strong parametric assumptions of the model. Since using the historical covariate yields such an improvement, future work will focus on longitudinally modeling enhancement probabilities. Requiring estimation of such a historical covariate imposes that prior scans must have been collected. Therefore, the proposed model is not applicable for patients who are only scanned at one visit. This would not be a limitation in two-arm placebo-controlled trials where only post-randomization scans are relevant, as long as there is a baseline scan.
The proposed SSCC sub-sampling method relies on the estimation of the population parameter τ . However, this estimation will change depending on the application. This provides a natural way to calibrate the classifier for a different population of interest. The results show that by using the SSCC sub-sampling method, we greatly reduce the computational burden of fitting the model on the high-dimensional data set. We are able to fit the models 180 times faster than if we used the full data set. When using only this sub-sample to fit the proposed model, predictive performance comparable to using the full data set is achieved. This development allows for fitting next-generation local image regression models, which have recently shown promise in a variety of image analysis problems [18, 20, 14] , on hundreds or thousands of subjects observed at many visits. Table 3 . Coefficient estimates when model 2 is fit using all voxels in the corresponding sets.
